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!I!HE’DESIGN OF”JET PUMPS~”
,

(Injectors and Ejectors)

By Gustav,l’liigel

The theory of jet pumps is still rather incomplete,
and relatively little has been published so far. Success- i
ful designs have been developed byet’ria.land error and
information obtained in this way is natvfrally guarded by
the various firms concerned.

The author sho~tisthat by applying both the energy and
impulse theorems the optimum throat dimension of the mix-
ing nozzle and best shape of intake can be predicted ap-
proximately in a relatively simple manner. The necessary
length of the mixing nozzle follows from Prandtlls turbu-
lent mixing theory. The calculations are carried out for
the mixing of similar and dissimilar fluids.

Notation.** (Figs. 1 and 4)

Subscri~ts

e space before drivi”ng (or power or actuating) nozzle

o suctjon chamber

n end of throat, start of diffuser

a discharge from jet pump

1 power jet (motive agent)

},, ”

in plane of orifice
of driving nozzle

2 SUCti Oll jet (delivered medium)

,.
* ‘tBerechnung von Strahlapparat en. 11 VDI-l?orschungsh eft 395,
March-April 1939, pp. 1-21.

**The different notations in parts III ““and.l’Vare explained
in the text.
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Dimensions

fl section

fa section

Technical -Memorandqrn.N.oi 98?

.....-..

of actuating jet
.,. ,

of”’’suction jet 1“

{
in plane of orifice of

I actuating nozzle
33 =fl+fa section of

Em

d=

D=

mixing nozzle (or CO1-.
lector)

J

narrowest section of mixing nozzle (throat)

2- diameter at narrowest section of mixing
nozzle

2fi7 diameter at outlet from jet pump

Pressures

Pm mean pressure along wall of intake nozzle

tlPa”’
} terminal pressures

Pa”J ,“

~ = 9.81 m/s2 acceleration of gravity .

Y specific weight of fluids, gas and steam (kg/ma)

v specific volume (m3/kg)

Cplz 0.97 to 0,993

)

speed coefficients
c?2’=-0e92 to 0.96

Flow velocities c (m/s)
.,. .
c“,e inflow velocity at actuating nozzle

‘co =q;
~ “y(pe-po)velocity at pressure” drop fr”om

,,. Pe to po.. ..

c1 1+(pe-p, )
,... .,’.

= Cpz outflow velocity from actuating
nozzle at (cross) section fl ‘
(Ce disregarded) . ‘ ‘“ ,

,. .
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C2 = tii ‘?W-P1)’”:“”a co speed of inducted fluid
::., ... . .“,...,.’

near the actuating nozzle orif.=fi.cein (CI?OSS) sec-
ti,on““f2 ...(speed.in.’s.u”dti.orichamb~r..negligible)

cm mixing speed (at cons’t-ant pressure “’Pl)
,.

Cn speed at entry in diffuser..

=TcoCa discharge velocityfrom jet pump (usually

considered negligibly”small)

Sneed ratios

C2

~

92 PO-PL
a=—=——

co 91 Pe”-Po

C2 c~
v 0-= —; T = fi

= <; co co

Quantities (kE/s) and Quantitative relations (or nro-
~ortions)

(+

1 =f~c~v weight of actuating fluid per second

G~ = fa C2 Y weight of delivered fluid per second
,

Gz-i- G2 weight of fluid discharged per second from
jet pump

Gl
lJJ=—

G2
quantitative proportions (proportional con-

sumption of propellant)

Efficiencies

n = 0-75 to 0080 efficiency of conversion from kinetic
to potential energy.

ns efficiency of jet pump (effective energy: energy
consumed)

qd diffuser efficiency

11 11 1 1 1 Ill II1111Imllllll 1111I
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kcai/k&)Heat .content per ,k~ i (
..

im heat content of mixture at st~rt of compression

Ad~abatic heat gradients H = Ai (kcal/ke)

i-i~ adiabatic heat gradient. corresponding to pressure
drop from pe to p.

HI adiabatic heat gradient corresponding to pressure
drop from pe to pl

~2 adiabatic heat gradient corresponding to pressure
drop from p. to “p~

Iia adiabatic heat gradient of propellant correspond-
ing to pressure drop from pe to pa

l’i~ adiabatic heat gradient of inducted gas or steam
corresponding to pressure rise from p. to pa

\
HK1 adiabatic heat gradient of vapor corresponding to,

pressure rise from pl to a terminal pressure
., Pa 1

HKI1 adiabatic heat gradient (partial gradient) corre- 4
spending to pressure rise from pn to pall

T absolute temperature (deg)

CP and specific heat at constant pressure and
const~~t volume (kcal/kgO)

K .3 adiabatic exponent
Cv

R gas constant (mkg/kgO) I

Friction

ii friction on inside wall of nozzle (kg)

P dragging force between moving layers (kg)

T’= dp/dO stiearing stress”between mb,ving layers (kg/m2)

o frictional surface (m2)

A friction coefficient for stationary walls

..—— .—. .—— —.-..-. ..— . ,... . . . -. -1
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friction coefficient between. moving lay~rs.,..-.,..

loss co-ef%icient .. ‘..“.

turbulent mixing speed (rate of exchange) (m/s)
,’

I. ANALYSIS OF JET .PUMPS ‘BASED ON-ENERGY EQUATION

,,
This method of calculation has so far been employed

generally and must be discussed briefly as a comparative
basis for the new formulas, once in application to jet
pumps for liquids (for. instance, v[ater jet - water pumps),
and then for gas or steam (for example, steam jet - steam
compressor) .

The details of a jet pump can be seen from figure 1.
A conical actuating nozzle forces the actuating fluid in
the mixing nozzle, which consists of thre~ pieces: an in-
take with well-rounded entry, an intake with slightly
curved edge (curvature radius R) and a thrca,t ofcylin-
drical shape (length L, diameter d, section Fro). Ad-
joining the throat of the mixing ,nozzle is the tapered dif-
fuser with cone angle ~. The discharge section l?a (di-
ameter D) is mathematically determined or else is so
chosen that’ the discharge velocity Ca becomes very low.

a) Jet Pumps for l?luids

In the subsequent considerations the eff~ct of the
height level h is ignored; this is always justified for
gas and steam; whereas in vertically mounted jet pumps for
l“iquids the height term may be at times of some signifi-
cance. In the latter case the equations given here can
always be generalized ‘so that instead of pressure energy
Ply the total potential energy. (p/y). T h, .o,rinstead of
P the expression p+Yh is used, where h, of course,
indicates the height level of the momentary reference point
above an arbitrarily assumed zero level.

The commo~’ mixing speed cm follows - on the assump-
tion that the mixing of actuating and delivered fluid takes
place at constant pressure pl - from the impulse theorem
at Cl

P —+apc~ + C2’ co. cm = = co (1)
“1.+p l’tjJl

..
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(2)

‘~?ith c=, =T Co as, the discharge velocity from the jet
pump , which usually can be considered as being negligibly
sma13., the pressure rise follows fr;om the energy equation
at

Pa-PI= (pa - Po) ++. - PI) = pa - PO’+

ifq= 0.75 to 0.,80 is the efficiency of conversion
from kinetic to potential energy.

folldws at!lhen the quantitative rel&itiOn

I

(4) ‘

T = o.where the negligible Ca usually permits putting
If the pressures Pe * PO , and Pa are prescribed then
a can be varied. .,Ata certain value “’a it then affords
a m“itiimumvalue for “N; ~t~is is th@ most favorable a.
Vlith a the speed Ca” and hence the section of flow f2
for the inducted fluid is defined. l?igure 2 illustrates
the values of P plotted against a for different ratios
(Pa-Po)/(Pe-Po)* It will be noted that w becomes a min-
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imum at a = 0.20 to 0.,25, The rno~t.favorably. &es.i.gned
~Qt Purn~ th6ie_f0titi””maIiifestsa fairly large pressure drop
Po - PI in the intake of the mixing nozzle. Eqtiatiofi(4)
is the basic equation for the practical calculationof jet,
pumps. .,

Of the ~otenti.al improvements afforded tiy h~gh in-
flow velocities C=, no advantage seems td have been .jaken
so far in the design of jet pumps, at least not i~itention-
ally, because of ,the undesirable pressure drop from “P.
to p~ and the a.coompa.nying high diffuser losses. But at
high inflow velocity the so-called shock losses are” lower
as a result of the reduction of Cz - C2, and the most
favorable design naturally corresponds to the point .at
which the sum of shock and diffuser losses is a minimum.

In theory the narrowest section of the mixing n6zzle .
should be

G2(1 + K)~ml =

cm Y

although according to experience the section must be

Fm =(l+z)Fm’=(l+z)(l+~) ~ (5)
cm

usually with z = 0.3 to 0.5”.

nlso of practical importance is the efficiency qs
of a jet pump, which, as in hydraulic machines, represents
the ratio of effective to absorbed energy (the outflow
energy per second ca2(G1 + Ga)/2g being considered lost);

that is,

G2
Pa - Po

Y Pa-po,
ns=’ = (6)

Pe - Pa w(Pe -“pa)
G1

Y

Comparatively good efficiencies are obtainable accord-
ing to figure 3. In many special cases a different d.efi.-
nition of the efficiency may be in place for the over-all
efficiency of a whole jet pump unit;* although equati~n (6)

*If the efficiency of the jet pump described in ,the above
reports is computed according to equation (6), the figure
is only about half as high as given in these reports (H.
Henschke).

.. . .
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wil,l always characterize the quality of a single jet pump
correctly. ..

b) Gas and Steam Jet Pumps

Here the heat gradients Ai = H replace the pressure :
differences in the equations (fig. 4). .

,.

The heat content and heat gradient can be read from ~,::

the i,s diagram (fig. 4) or, for gases, computed. For the ‘~;
latter, it is:

.,i},,
,.::
.:,~..,.,:

Ai =
CP ‘T =

CP(T - Tt) (7) ,:,..

whereby the temperature change follows the well-known adi-
1:,

abatic law
,..

(8) :.

with, as a rule, H = ~cp(T - T1); H must always remain :
positive.

.,

In steam jet compressors the inducted steam is usually
saturated (hence point P On the saturation line in fig.
4). Even as actuating steam, saturated steam is known to
be most favorable (hence point A also should lie prefer-
ably on the saturatiofi line).

For. CO* cl, and C2 the relations read:

co = Wz x 91.5~, where ‘91.5 =~~ and

.Ln=—
427

the mechanical equivalent of heat

c1 = Cpl x 91.5 AZ
.,.

C2 = %X91.5 K=aco
. . .

,.
.; c=

,[

92 H2
,.

wiiha=-=—
...

,Co v~ G .,;, .

Equa’tion (8) gives the heat gradients for gases at

.—..
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i “1,-,(~)~’j~~‘He = ‘Cp i?”

Assume the proportional value a, and

Hz %2H
()

=a2—
V2 e

1

9

(9)

can be computed. If,
32- =

in the i,s chart (fig. 4) the length
I’S from point ? is plotted vertically downward,

the pressure line passing through , S is equivalent to the
orifice pressure of the steam nozzle. For gases this
pressure can be ob~~ined also from equation (.8).

If the mixing of motive and delivered fluid is assumed
to take place at constant pressure the mixing speed
cm follows, analagous to equations ?~$ and (2), at .n

c~
—4-CL)P ‘co

cm = C*
l+W

with

(lo)

(ii)

where the new value .s is defined by the ratio of the
pressure gradients between the pressure lines PO and
P It meaSUred on the sat~~.ration line and ,pn the adiabatic
curve Hz, respectively; hence

—
. Hi-He.
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In most practical cases
,

1+6 = 1.3!5 to 1.20. The heat
content im of the mixture a% start of compression (point
I, fig. 4)’ follows from the energy equation at

.
~m = ‘I =

L(p ie + io)
1+# -(&)2

●

(12)

13y adiabatic compression of the mixture from point I
on the compression gradient is according to the energy
equation (if ca = T co ‘the terminal velocity, which here
also is usally riegligitle)

HKI = .[(*”)2 -(&)2]=

whereby

- T’I.-
)2 H
) e.

(13)

is sufficiently accurate. For gases the compression gra-
dient 6an be computed from

[( )
K- 1pa .=

HK = Cp To ~ -1
0. -1

Then the plotting of gradient EK! from point I (fig.
4) vertically upward brings the end point on the pressure
line P~f$ which corresponds to the highest obtainable
terminal pressure the prescribed value pa should have,
strictly speaking, but which may be a little less for
reasons of safety.

Uquation (13) gives, similarly to equation (4), the
quantitative ratio at

W=w-a (14)
c:l/co - w
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i~ith -“’i,=j~2’[$+a=($)2’~ “ ~~ ,

f
~~’iththis’ equation and’prescribed gradients” ~K’ and

He the value p . in relation t.o different chosen values
~. can be computed and thd-best w established. The nu-
merical conditions are practically.the same .as for the L“’”
f“luids (figs...2 and 3), except for the ~eat. gradients re-.
placing the pressure, gradients., Equation (“14).iS the.,pasic
equation for the practical calculation of, jet compressors,

Tor the actual end point ‘of the expansion line I-II
the heat content of the mixture fo,llows at

‘II = ‘a = ‘m + (*-Y
(15) ‘

which defines point II on the pressure line pal in the
i,s chart. The heat content ‘II remains the same (point

III in fig. 4) even’ if. the terminal pressure of compres-
sion is pa instead of pat; hence the specific volume

—.

‘III of the mixture at discharge from the jet pump can be

read off the i,s chart and the required discharge section

Gz(l”+ ~)V1l~
Fa = Dz $&=

TCo
“ ;(16)

computed.
.

‘l’henarrowest section Fm = d2w/4 of the mixing noz-
zle also should be from 30 to 50 percent larger than the

lltheoreticallt narrowest section Fm~, that is, Fm - (103
tO 1.5) ~m;. Then, as long as the mixing speed cm” does ----
not exceed velocity of sound? i.e.~ if .,..

.
cm >

,.
(V1 = specific volume a.t poirit I) the theoretical narrow-
est section is

G2(1 + W)VIFmf =
C,m..

(17)

JI ---- — --—-- -. .—.
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When, however , .Cm exceeds” velocity of sound} Fmt shoti3.d
be computed as fo”llows’: .T.heenergy equation :foran inte’r-
medi’ate pressure p during compression-from I to II (fig.
4) wit& the correlate d-:speed c = ~ cm an”d the adiabatic
compr’e:ss”ion’gradien,t” E-t reads

:,
H “t= .(+%= f’)

~91.5
,’.,., -,, .

that is, with arbitrarily assumed ~, H’ can be computed
according to this equation and rel-a.tedpressure p deter-
mined in the i,s chart. The heat content i of the mix-
ture at this pressure .is define-dby

.L .

i=
‘I ‘ (a)’ ‘1 - ‘2)

(19)

where the corresponding phase point naturally lies on the
compression line I-.II, after which the pertinent specific
volume v may be read off the i,s chart and the gross
section of the flow

computed. Then the determination of F1 for various
chosen ~ values (= 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, etc. ) gives the de-
rived minimum Fmf.

The efficiency of the jet compressor is .

HK .
n8=—

,,

.PHa
(21)

if Ha is the adiabatic gradient of the driving steam
during expansion from pe to pa.

II. ACCURATE CALCULATION OF THE PRESSURE RISE AND OF

THE BEST SHAPE OF THE MIXIiTG NOZZLE

The greatest drawback of the energy equation is that
the assumption of complete intermingling of driving

. . . . . . . . .
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.f-l.uid...ari&..del.i.me-r.ed--fluid:at ~dnkt~n% pr e*s.ure-~ PI is
utterly incorrect;: resulting f,rom ‘the’facfi that the narr-
owest s.e,ction o.fthe .mixi’ng uoz:zLe must he .iles.ignedfrom
the l*theoreticallyll narro-west s.ectiiotr...Zriconsaque,nc:e.,
the calculation method does not gitie the correct informa-
tion about the most important section of a. jet pump and
no data whatsoever regarding the “necessary length “ratios.

Practice proves that, un-der normal operating condi-
tions, the intermingling is pz!aciiically always acc~mpanied
by a pressure rise, so that at tlze.end of the m’i.xingnozzle
usually a sv.bst,am.tial,o.reven a maj,or par~~$-the pressure
rise will already have been achieved. “@li& fact gives
consideration to the subsequent method large~y evolved
from the impulse theorem according to which, first of all?
a length for the mixing nozzle is assumed necessary to as-
sure adequate mixing. The assumption of constant pressure

.

P1 during mixing can be dropped again later. !I!hemixing
advances .in”,the narrowest section of the mixing nozzle un-
der a pressure rise until a practically per.$ect interming-
ling has been achieved at the end of the narrowest secti-ono
fiis part of the pressure rise is r eadily computed accord-
ing to impulse theorem. It is clear and closely according
to practice that with the comparative slowness of the mix-
ing process the length L of the narrowest section obvious-
ly must be fairly great in order to assure adequate mixing
(which, in turn, is the premise for achieving proper energy
conversion in the adjoining. diffuser) ; it is therefore
recommended that L ~ 10 d. It may be stated that very fa-
vorable results have already been achievq.,d with Jet pumps
computed on this basis, which are also iq good agreement
with the preliminary calculation, as will be reported else-
where.

a) Jet Pumps for Liquids

Let Pnl cn represent ,the pressure and the speed at

the end of the narrowest section, ‘the other relations” re-
maining the same as before- Assume that, up to entry in
the narrowest section of J?m, the mixing is achieved under
constant pressure P1 giving’.the pressure rise-from pl
to Pn $ according to the impulse theorem:

. . .
Gz

~~(pn - PI) = ~ C
‘“-””G2 “ “G1+G2

,...,k..,k..cy.,.c2 .? ‘n -ii (22)
~,.,

. . .. .. .

t

— -- .--—
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?

where W is the frictional resistance on the’ inside wall
of, the nozzle, for which, after introduction of a redutied
length L! (which must always ‘be shorter than length L
of the narrowest se.ctiq,n) ,,..

(23)

where O is the skin friction and ~=- 0.004 is the co-
efficient of frict$on for smooth surfaces. !i!heloss in
energy due to frictional resistance, referred to unit weight ,
of mixture,. is .

w Cn Cn2
!#—G1 + G~ = 2g (24)

where ~ is a friction coefficient, which with allowance
for equation (23) and flow equation

is computed at

[=4A= (25)
d

ordinarily, ~ = 0.04 to 0.10. Herewith equation (22) can
be written as follo~~

G2
— (Gl+ G2)
G~+G2

aco 2Y r c1

(l+w)g i.- ‘+wco

where, as before, (ea-uation (21)),

: ‘m
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,. and
~ <

---
.— d“’= co

!I!he.subsequent- pressure rise fri ti~~diffus”er’ is,
according to the energy equation:

Pa-Pn’= ~ (’cn’ -‘d 2g
Y

Ca’) = ‘“ (0’ - T’)‘d ~ CO ‘(2’7)

Cawhere again T =,~ is usually a negligibly small ‘value
o

and the intimate intermingling of the mixture per’m’its~ ‘“
diffuser efficiency q“d of 0.75 to 0.80 for narrow throat
dimerisions; whereas, for large throat dimensions, according
to experiences with the beneficial effect of large Reynolds
numbers on the energy change in diffusers, an even slightly
higher qd can be obtained. That a small slenderness
ratio promotes high ~d is, of course, well known. (angle
of divergence T9 (fig. 1) = 6 to 8 is recommended).

The total pressure rise from the suction chamber
on is computed at

Pa-Po= (pa - pn) + (pn - p~) - (P. - pl) =

)x (1 +1.L) -b q 0] 2~ (:a2’- 7’2) - ,%

or, as it may al”so be written,

(28)

This yields,for the quantity ratio, the relati’on

q- 2ua
P’ =—

c1
20—- q

co

(29)
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()
a Pa - Po

where q = ~a(2+~-qd)+~d T’z+ ($$ +—
%2(Pe - Po)

This more accurate equation (yherein ,the term with
-r is’ usually negligible,) ’replaces equation (4) and forms
the basic equa”tion for the practical calculation of jet
pumps ● TO find the best” conditions for predetermined
pressures PesPot and pat first choose a value for a

with discretion; then compute p for different o = 0,1,
0,~, ,)0,3,,etc*, according toequation (29), which becomes
a mi’nitium tit a certain 0. The same process is then re-
peated for other chosen values of a. In this manner t~e
most favorable u and G for minimum w are obtained,
as .illustrated.in figure 5, which gives such curves for
(pa’ - Po)/(pe - PO)= 1/4. The best a computed, accord-
ing to equation (14) is seen to be in fairly close agree-
ment with that obtained from equation (29)(figs, 2 and 5),

Since the value of M, on approaching optimums changes
very slowlyv it is advisable to select the o and espe-
cially the a values a little below the optimum insofar
as it causes no appreciable increase in M, since then the
jet pump remains more favorable under diverging operating
conditions, especially by greater delivery volumes,

Through value 0’ the narrowest section of the mixing
nozzle itself is defined according to F

G2(1 + IL)
Fm = (30)

GCov
e

The efficiency ad of a jet pump is! as before, com-
puted by equation (6). In figure 6 the efficiencies ob-
tainable under optimum conditions (along with the perti-
nent
(pa -

0 and P) are shown plotted against the pressure ratio
po)/(pe - po) (the values Of CPl$CPZO and qd “

used as a:basis were assumed quite unfavorable, so that
still better ~d usually can be achieved).

‘,
b) Gas.and Steam “Jet Pumps

In elastic modi~s the solution of the problem requires
the equat!l.oh of state, which, however, is much too involved
for vapors to be employed in its exact form in the equa- +
tion of flow. ,f

1 .
,.



‘On‘-’theother hand, ,ti~-e’’.e”ld~qntaryequat~on-,,.”,... ,,,.,

pv= C(”i - K) (31)

(i heat. content, G and :K constants )~’hbs”proved to be
a Very close approximation which even for steam affords a
correct exposition of the relations wi’thin.a wide range
of. state (reference 1), .It “can”be used for gas e ually
well by putting i = Cp T, K = 0, and C = R/cp tR gas
constant (mkg/kgO)). ; ,,,,

In the compression of a mixture of driving and deliv-
ered steam the starting point I and the end point II of
the compression line, and hence the pressures PI* PIIS as
well as the specific volumes

‘I’ ‘II’ are known, so that

‘II ‘II
= C(i

.$ 11-
K)

whence constants C and K at

PI VI
il - ‘II pl~ vlI

K .=
PI vl

1-

(mkg/kcal)

(kcal/kg)

(32)
‘T

(3Q

‘II ‘II

‘l?hepressure rise as far as the end of the narrowest
section of the mixing nozzle (likewise on the assumption
of constant pressure pl from orifice of actuating noz-
zle to entry in narrowest point) can be computed with
equations (22) to (26). Hence

( cl
w —+al

co ),co - ‘i”+~)(1+& =* ‘(pn-‘J ’34)

/

., ..
The continuity “equation gives, according to equation (31),., .,.-.
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C(in - K)
Pn = -:= ’C(in,<’K) - +“ C(in - K)~~ (35)

Vn mn m

.,

and the energy equation

Glie + Ga i.
[ ‘~g~~5J2] “or’ “= (~i + Gz) in +

,.,

in=ie -
i

; :’:;-’(*J ‘3” .-.:..
or, after introducing equations (35) and (36) into equa-
tion (34):

‘F~ .
q= A {(1+ M)~ie- ‘-(%Y]-(ie-‘J}

Than the pressure pn follows from equation (34) at

,’ .,..
G2 1 y c1 ‘,

Pn =
[(

V’—+U
>]

;’l +’,---~ co
) co - “(l+ P)( l+’; ~

with the value of Ga/Fm defined by equation (37).

... ,,. .s’

(37)

(38)
.

The
point in the i,s chart correspon.d$ng to the state of the
mixture at the end of the mixing nozzle ‘is defined by pres- .
sure ,,pn and heat content in. ‘ For the subsequent com- .

pression in the diffuser along the compression line I-II
(fig.,,.g),,the adiabatic, compression gradient HKII follows”
at “ ,,,

2 2“
- Ca

‘H,KII>-qd :,n (39),. ..
91.52

where
Ca =Tco is usually negligible. l’lotting this

HKJI in the, i,ss chart,..starting from .pn”,.in, vertically
upward, places the end point on the pressure line Pa 119
thus making pall the highest obtainable end pressure,

which,’ for reasons of safety<, should properly be a little
below the prescribed end pressure pa.
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F/bile the ..i,s.-cha.rt~is m.-ecomrne,nde’dfor “c”~rnput’i”n~t-he-..-- ..
end pre~sure l?a’f$~the determination o,f“the ‘most favor-
able conditions proceeds frdm a different angle: with .
adiabatic change of stat,e the first. rincipal heat law”.

Y(with considerations of equation (31” ) r&ads: “’.

d.i =’”A V dp’

= kc (i - K) :2
P “ .

(40)

which, integrated, gives the adiabatic pressure rise from.
Pn ‘o Pa’[

1

(
il- K~

) (

in - K + H~f!
Pa” = Pn ia - K = Pn

n in-K

1—.

)AC ‘in@ (41)

with

(
HK1l ~

)
HK II

@ = li—— m
(

1-AC HK It
=l-t- l+—in-K AC(in-K) 2 AC in - K )

equation (36) being applicable to in
IiKII.

and equation (39) to

If Pa’t = Pa, it givesi with consideration to equa-
tions (37) and (38),

Pa =
“1

p~ +

,> ,
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‘ =(1+:)-

,.
Cn

With this equation the values of a = uco anda=—at
co

which” p becomes minimum for given Pet Pot and Pa can
be computed. Since W is also contained in the expres-
sion O (because of in) an approximd~e method is here
also preferable. According to equation .(14) the most fa-
vorable value of a and the pertinent v can be closely
approximated, Since the influence of w on @ is sub-
ordinate, it is for the present advisable to use the P
obtained for the most favorable a in equation (14) to
compute d?. Then the corresponding exact values of w
must be computed according to equation (42) for different

:: ‘ (with ~values ofl U = — = 0.1, 0.2, 0,3, etc.) from

which the 0 and Cn most favorable for minimum w are

obtained. If desired, this calculation may be repeated for
other values of a so as to complete the determination of
the optimum conditions. Again ‘it is advisable to have a
and u a little smaller than the minimum value of N. The
narrowest section I?m, of the mixing nozzle is defined by
equation (37).

For steam the determination of the-best conditions
(i. e., of u and Fm) should, for safetyts sake, be fol-
lowed by a check on the pressure rise without resorting

.

to the approxim~te equation (31). The pressure pn can

.- . . . -.. -- .——-1
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be compwiied a-ccording to ‘equl%’ioti(34) , in
according to

equation (36), and the end pressure “ptl according to (39).

At this point it should be stated that the foregoing
relations evolved for gas and steam are not valid under
any and all conditions. J?or,-so far, it,had been tacitly
assumed that propellant and delivery are able to flow di-
rectly at orifice pressure pl in the throat from the
computed optimum section l?m. While this is the case for
fluids , it is limited for gas and steam if the act%ating
jet has supersonic velocity, since then the required sec-
tion can increase with decreasing pressure P1* Then the
intake section FI at the actuating nozzle orifice has a
minimum F at a certain orifice pressure

‘rein 3?~s and

the previously developed equations obviously hold true
only so long as the computed optimum .Fm is not less than.
the value 1?

lmin-
If Fm<F-

‘min
a pressure rise must

necessarily occur in the intake, which, of course, shall
be small until the narrowest section is reached. As a xe-
sult of such pressure rise in the tapered inhake, the im-
pulse equation in the simple form of equation (22) is no
longer applicable. However, we shall not go into this at
present.

The determination of F
~min

proceeds from the gen6ral

equation

where, as previously,

C2 =V2 91.5di#.

The,values of Hz, Ha, Yi, ,and Y2 for different orifice
pressures pl are read off the i,s chart, and F.l is
computed. These .values plotted against pl t:hsn,aff’ord
Flmin. -..

,.
If no i,s chart ~s” av-~ilable, the adiabatic ch”ange ,k,

Of state follows f~ci’m-the ‘generalized equat,ion (41): at ‘,,

,
,/ -
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(
1

Pe = ‘PI _l&ll---
)
E

ie-K-Hl

( i0 ‘- K )iiPo = PI ;—- ~
- Ha

o

Consequently,

.’
HI = (ie - K)

.[l.-(y)”c]

.,

H2 = (i. -
‘) [1 -G$C]

Furthermore , the relations

[ie

1 ‘~ [ io
~=pl -%2 H2-K1

,’

.,

.

.. .

?’
exist. From these the value of I?l can be computed equally
well and its minimum ascertained.

In conclusion, it is pointed out that the equations ‘“ ]
developed for steam are tlirectly applicable to gas, when -

R
i=

CP “ K = 0’ and C = —. ,
,,,.. CP

c) Optimum Shape of Inlet of Mixing Nozzle

On computing along the foregoing arguments the best
values of. a and g for any newly projected jet’ pump d.e-
sigri, it i’s invariably found that the section ll!~ of the
inlet at the end of the actuating nozzle is equal to the -.
narrowest section I’m of the mixing nozzle, hence that in
the best possible designed jet pumps the actuating nozzle
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emp..t.iesdirectly into the throatof the- mixing -n.ozz-leT thus
eliminating the intermediate piec,etermed “inlet” in figure
1. As a generally valid fact is obviously involved, it
should be amenable to a general proof.. This proof is ad-
duced herewith.

In the preceding developments it had been a,ssumed
that , by arbitrarily assumed ratio a = c2/co*: the “pres-
sure between orifice of actuating jet and beginning of
narrowest section should. be p = pl = const. In that case
the mixing nozzle must have a very def”ini.te sectional as-
pect with respect to the distance from the ac”’tuating noz-
zle orifice which ca’ibe computed according tb the arguments
advanced under III and for fluids affords a continuous
sectional reduction (fig. 7, line 1), as is usually the
case for gas and steam. Howover, if the gradients are very
great, that is, at supersonic spt?ed.s,an increase in cross
section must exist (so3.id line 1, fig. 8) even despite p =
const on account of the material increase in specific vol-
ume as a result of internal heating (because of energetic.
turbulence) . The effect of change ‘of inlet under otherwise
constant conditions, that is, coilstant terminal’ nozzle
pressure PI* hence co., C2, intake section Fl, narrow-
est section Fm, and quantities GL and G2 w is analyzed.
Since, on this assumption, the energy change i,h the differ-
ence is always the same, the obtainable end pressure pa
either rises’ or drops with the pressure pn at the end of
the narrowest point-, depending upon the quality of the in-
take”. But the impulse theorem discloses th& conditions
under which Pn becomes maximum+ Naturally the previous
assumption of p = pl = const’ over the inlet must be
dropped in these va-riati”o’nconsiderations.

/
...

,.

In analyzing the conditions according to figure 7 with
an inlet boundary conformahl~ to the dashed line II or 111,
that is, where, between actuating nozzle”orifice and be-
ginning of narrowest, section, the pressure is not p =

~1 PI= const, as on line I, the mean pressure along the,in-

1~‘r take nozzle is, say, pm” (it may be higher or lower tharn
/f! p~). !l!henthe impulse equation gives

;:1
,,.

F&J

.*
e

....!

G1 ‘Ga G1 + G2
—cl+— c~ + I?l P“I = Cn + ~rn Pn + (FI.- ‘m) Pm
g g “g.

whence a pressure at the end of the narrowest point of

d. -— .— 4
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. . . . ,-

‘Gl.

1
G~ “,.G.t + G2

Pn=#~ C1”+.7C2- Cn+ ~~pl -(F1 - Ym ) pm“1(43)
m q’ ,,.

Nothing is changed on the ,right-hand side of this
equat”i:on except
pn (hence pa)

pm, and even then it can be seen that
becomes so much higher as the mean press-

ure Pm is lower.

Proceeding from the nozzle boundary I (fig. 7) (pres-
sure variation p = pz = const), it is readily. seen that
with boundary 11$ that is, lengthened intake, the longer
mixiilg path as far as *he %eginning of the narrowest sec-
tion has already caused a“more or less pronounced pressure
rise, and -the mean pr.essur.e along the intake must therefore
be Pm>P1° Inversely, with nozzle boundary III, that is,
with a shorter nozzle than form I, the pressure pl cannot
have as””yet been reached again at the beginning of the nar-
rowest section because of the shorter mixing path (the
steeper contraction of the intake forces a pressure drop
behind the actuating nozzle) ; he’nce the mean pressure in
the- intake. ~ust be Pm < PI= This is the most favorable
of all comparative cases according to equation (43) because
here Pn (and consequently pa) becomes highest. The mean
pressure, pm is obviously so much lower as the intake is
shorter; hence the conditions are most favorable when the
intake is made ae short as possible. Since! in that case,
the effect of the mixi~g motion is insignificant because of
the shortness of this length, the conditions are practically
as if actuating jet and delivered medium flowed side by side
and without fri~tion into the throat or as if the actuating
nozzle reached directly as far as the throat,

At the same time, it is apparent that whether the ac-
tuating nozzle actually reaches to’ the throat or ends be-
fore ,reaching it must be quite secondary., provided the die,-
tance between the end of theactuating nozzle and the start
“of the tiarrowest section “is as short as possible. It fur-
ther follows that with a short intake the inflowvelocity
C2 itself is of secondary importance and that it solely
depends upon the correct throat dimensions, for with a short
intake the.pressure at the start of the narrowest point. is,
in all cases, such as if the actuating nozzle extended as
far,as the throat. <

Mention should be made at this point of several sec-
ondary effects disregarded in the foregoing which may have
some bearing on the quality of a jet pump. These are
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‘l)”‘I’h-es’trea~lfns .dur”vatute”’.c-aused”by the round wall
of the mixing nozz-le “in ldrigitudinal section.
Since the” streamlines”are sligh’t~y convex tO-
ward the axis; th’e“aentrifu’gal forces produce
a sm.al.ldecrea’se in.wdll pressure: and hence of
Pm s which i$ b.en’effci’al;“buti,OH t’he other
hand, the “’raised-pressure” Leveltoward the “ac$-
tuating jet cause-s’at tihe‘same time a slight
increase in the di.f,ference between c1 ‘and ~~
C2 at the” contact area, which is’unfavorable.

2) The slope of the inflow. velocity .C2” toward the
axis, which is always somewhat detrimental,
even if of minimum importance numerically.

3) The disturbance of the ~xiall.y symmetrical state
of flow, ivhich is most”beneficial for the
conversion of energy, by inco~orating sev~ral
actuating nozzles instead of one. Setting the
actuating nozzles obliquely toward the axes
causes further deleterious secondary effects-
(especially in gas and steam at high supersonic
velocities). Lastly$ there is the danger of
the outside actuating jets hugging the wall of
the mixing nozzle, involving serious harm to
the pressure rise. Tor this reason the mount-
ing of even a single actuating nozzle demands
accurate axial and centrical setting with re-
spect to mixing nozzle and diffuser.

The consequence of these secondary effects on the
mixing process between actuating and delivered fluid is
that a definite optimum is usually obtainable for a given
actuating nozzle and a mixing nozzle by changing their
axial distance (that is, the intake length). “The condi-
tions are wholly unequitiocal when the actuat”ingnoz’zle
empties directly into the narrowest section and theinflo”w’
is hydrodynamically unobjectionable in the sense ‘af a “
steady ’acceleration and axial direction of ‘inflow. where-
by, of course, the wall thickness at.the end of the actuat-
ing nozzle should be a minimqrn~ Trom the remarks under 3)
it further follows that one actuating nozzle is preferable
over several nozzles where the only advantage is that the “
length of tha mixing noz”zle can be made J.ess in order t.O
achieve the same degree of mixing.

Considering shapes shown in figure 8: it is readily
apparent that for li~uids a contraction of the intake con-

1‘,
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forming to figu’re 8 cannot be detrimental unless the
throat has the optimum width. If, for gas or steati jet
pumps at pressure ‘.p= p.l = con.st, the section for the

. intake, decreases co-ntin-uou.sly (fig...?) with increasing
distance from the end of -the actuating nozzle, the view-
point regarding ths most appropriate shape ‘of intake re-
mains the same, as. for liquids. But if the intake’at p =

Pi.= const manifests a eontract”ion conforming to figure
8, the conditions are different. Then the value for pn
at the end of the throat is, according to the impulse
theorem, the, same as if the throat already commenced at

, B instead of A, whence the contraction is superfluous.
Yurtlzernrore, the impulse theorem would obviously give a
higher v.al-uefor pn,. if the transition.to the throat
do?mstream from the contraction were made longer, resem-
bling line 11, because then’ $he.mingling of the jet would
n.ece.ssarily have to induce. a pressure rise in this piece,
hence the mean wall pressure would be h~gher. This in-
fluence is S<omuch more parked as line II is flatter and
would be most poterit if th,e contraction were followed by
a,,,cyli,ndrical“piece of pipe of equatipn section Fm:
(1’ine III). Then., however, the width Fm shown in figure
8 ean no longer’be the most favorable, but it is better
if t’he best width never exceeds Fmr? altho”ugh it may very
well be sma”ller than the latter. The latter possibility
involves actuating jets with high supersonic speed and a
case already .mention@d in a“different connection and dis-
cussed el’sew’here.

As long as the inflow in the throat iS possible with-
out pressure rise, the speed C2 ‘= a co of the ‘delivered
medium at the beginning of the narrowest section is de-
cisive with correctly defiigried intak6, according to ,,the
foregoing arguments. Hence, let us ,assume, for simplicity
that the actuating nozz”le empties ,iiirectly into the throat-
Then, as will become readily appafent, the choice of value
a is not arbitrary but must be in a definite relationship
to 0 and W. Whus , for liquids:

-.
G1 G2

Fm =,—-l--’=
C* Y C2 Y %+*;”),.

. . ,.

where !.:.”

.,,.
.,, ~ .C1=COJ- ~ ~ “

:. ,,, ,,.: ,
,,,,
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.G1 + ‘G2. ,“’-G2: 1 ,+ w
?? .— = —“.-

.,

‘m, – cn. Y Cn Y o

it follows that:

: ..q[~ (44)

point thenThe method of predicting the best wo:uld

,, probably consist of introd-ucin”g the pertinent values of
(s and a of the best point provisionally obtained fnom

,, equation (4) for an arbitrarily selected a = Cn/Co on

the right-hand side of equation (44). Then ~ha exact
value of u would be written in equation (29), from
which the accurate value, of M for the selected 0 is
obtained. The calculation is repeated with “the accur.a~e’
a and w until satisfactory agreement pr”eva~ls between
the momentarily expressed and computed val~es of ‘a and
P. These computations should be carried out four a suf- ‘
ficient number of 0 values from which then the best u
for a minimum W is obtained.

The relations for. a can be evolved equally well for
gas and steam. But the connections are so involved that
it is simpler to define the best point by the method de-
scribed under II, b.

III. CALCULATION BASED UPON THE DRAGGING 31FFECT OF

THE ACTUATING JET

The calculation method described under II, which is
in part based on the sim-pier method developed under I,
still has the drawback of failing to give any data on tha
length conditions., This def.e.ctis eliminated in the ~-~E-

>. “&eqfient’dev~lopments with the introduction Of the effec-
tive dragging force betwe-enactuating jet and entrained
jet. To s~mplify the calculation, it is assumed that at
any. point both the spesd. c1 over the actuating jet sec-
tion f and the speed c1 over SeCtiOn Y - f (F sec-

9 tion of mixing nozzle and of diffuser, respectively (fig.
9)) are constant, although in reality the speed is quite

—
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nonu~iformly ,distributed because of the mass exchan e and
fthe continuous change in the typ6 of distribution “cl

and. ca The effectivehave ‘now a.different meanin#)*.
dragging force dP .i,na little piece do” of the boundary
surface between actuating and entrained jet is (c,f, ,
Hydraulic Problems, Berlin: VDI, publisher, 1926, p. 135.
In the cases discussed therein C2 = O):

dP :g (cl ,- CZ)2 do (kg)=x— (45)

where ~ is a kind of friction coefficient, which, accord-
ing to recent ~indings, ave”rages x * 0.10. In the foll-
owing the value of X“ is assumed constant, although it
undoubtedly varies a little similarly to the coefficient
of wall friction A . With these simplifications the energy
conversion computed on this basis will, ,of course, not be
in ,complete agre~ment with the actual course, of energy
change; whereas, the total .conversion is naturally in ac-
cord with the calculation effected under II. The justifi-
cation of the theorem conforming to equat:ion {45) is based
on ,the fol.lowin”g s,irnpleargument: In .tur.bulent mixing mo-
tion the ap~arent.. sh.’ear,’ing“stress ,? betweep two, side-by-
side fluid layers o“f different .s-pe.e,d(s~eed difference Ac)
(reference 2) is

T
=2 v Ac ‘“””

.,, (k.g/m2)’ ., ~~,“:g” ‘, ~ ‘.. ... -,.,
..’ . . . .,

where v is mean mixing speed, which accokidin.~ to prandtlts.-
turbulence theorem is - -

,.“v =.Ac. “X oonst’”= AC $-

Iiith these relations and. Ac.= Cl -.-.ca,
follows at ~

the dragging force

exactly as in equation (45);

since jet pumps involve turbulent mixing processes,

*As is known,’ the impulse is always greater by nonuniform”
velocity distribution than if in, the same, section at the
same. flow velocity the same velocity distribution existed.

.
:.....
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it -m-ight--~,epresumed that .-t@e.pTooe,sses .~woul@ ,.yield to
treatment according to ,.Pran&$L ‘s.~e,ll=known theb,rern’fo.r

But the ,,rnathematical difficultiesturbulent mixing floWS,
are so great that his ,the.o~qrnwould:hardly yield a use fizl
method for practical case s.,

a) Jet Pumps’ for Liquids

Examination at any point of the mixing nozzle or dif-
fuser, respectively, of a small section of length dx
from the actuating and the entrained jet (fig. 9) shows
that the velocities change by dcl, dc2,
by

and the pressure
dpo Then the application of the impulse theorem to

the actuating and then to the entrained jet gives, with
allowance for the inner wall friction dw :

G=
~ dcl -t-f dp + dp = O (46a)

G2
dca+(l?-f)dp-dp+ dW=O (46b)

7.

Dividing the+first of these equations* by f
ond by (F -

and the sec-
f) , followed by subtraction of the last equa-

tion from the first, leave~

G1 “G2

(
1

)

&W”
dcl - dcz+ dP $“+— -—= o (46’)

gf g(F - f) F-f F -f

Since

1 G2 = (3?- f) ca.~ J
(47)

according to the equations of continuity, equation (461)
gives

c1 C2

(

CL ,C3

)

&l! ,,.
~dcl-—dc2-dP — — -~=

Gl+ Ga (F -“f’)?
o

-4!
(47 ‘)

*In reality the impulses for nonuniform velocity distribu-
tion are,, as already pointed out,” slightly greater than for
the assumed uniform distribution; but this effect is disre-
garded, as previously stated.

, , , m ,,,;.,,,,,,,,,,,- ,,,,,,, , , , ,m I I mm., m ■mmmnmm I II m 11
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Byintroduct i~n,of.the re3ati.@n for; dP;,,:acc~rding. to
equation ,,followed. by equating: ~~.; :. ~~~

....,: ,. ,
“-Y ‘c2’2’uidx ,’,’:”;

.iw”:=:”A”— (48)
Zg ,’ ,“” ,,, ,”

similarly to equation (23). (with U = 2 ~ denoting the
wetted perimeter of the assumedly, circular section F)
while observing that

F
G&?

-f=—
c~ Y“

and with equations and (48) %ecomes

f

2
&?/ F

(F- f)Y=h2%~&dx

.th~ previous equation, (47!), can be written in the form

where

The section of the actuating jet divided over, say,
actuating nozzles, is

z (d?)2m G1
f—=

4 ‘~

hence the diameter of the individual

;dl=m ,,

actuating jet

..

.. .

z

. .

where for the pr’e.senti ~1 = “z behind the”acuating jet and,’.. .;.”,,,,-
,..

. . . ..—- —-—.
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+ --the estimated length’ z’,=- 1;” Wh-icjh”-all’oti “far-the” gradual
$.
~, confluence of the jets when s8vera2 actuating jets are

}
involved. The area of contact of the actuating wit% ~he

,,.
\

entrained jet is put at
,,
?.

/

,, ,/( mz.’Gl~... do = zlndldx =’2 ax f501
/y CIY
“/

Since ,,, in addition, for G2 and G2
,,

G2 Cl
C2 =

F clY - GI

according’ to (4’7.):

(51)

or, differentiated,

(F Cl Y - Gl)GZdcl-G2 Cl Y(F dcl i- Cl dF)
dc2 =

(F c1 ‘f - GZ)2

.
Gz Ga dcl -t-G2 Cl2 Y dF

=-
(F ,Cl y - Gl)2

equation (49) takes the form

or, if all s~m”mands are
(F CIV - Gz) :

brought to the same

(52)

. . .
,... ..

dx - gmdx = O -(52!)

.

denominator

K2)dx (53)
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Equation (53). also can be written as’a difference
,., .,..’

...........
equation ,;

[“~

..GaaY”fl ~ ,,
Ax K1-Ka+ dx ..]

- (Gz i- G2)~a JF Y~l~ fly,.
,..,.

.fF. cl ‘Y - GZ)3 + G1 Gaa
- ‘cl’j’j’;C””-=:-:[F“c’%y -=

1 (Gl + Ga)~a

Iiith this equation the flow conditions can be progressively
defined for a certain mixing nozzle and a’ given initial
state, the stage Ax being determined occasionally for an z
assumed change Acla

The term Ka in equation (53) generally indicates a
small correction quantity, which in first approximation
could be disregarded, and i.n the integration the term for
Ka can be dealt with as a constant, while for p the
mean value for the momentary path of integration is approxi-
mated+ Notwithstanding this simplification, equation (53)
is not solvable in a general manner; ,although the solution
for various irnpor”t’antpractical cases can be found.

.,
1. Mixing of jet at constant mressure.- Suppose that,

as’ before, the mixing from the orifice of the actuating jet
to the start of the narrowest point of the mixing nozzle

., takes pla~e at constant pressure ple Instead of equation
(53) , the relation. here is simpler because of the entry of
the differential dp = O in equations “(46a) and (46b).
Equ.at,ion (,46a) with equations (45) and (50) give:

G1

f.

G1 Y
dcl +~,~ ~-[C1 - ca)a dx =() (54)

T.
.,,,

while the addition of-equations (46a) and” (46b) with regard
to equation (48) give

... ,.,, ...

Ga Y-’
2dcl+~dca=-
g

A’~~h F &a2 dx (

.’:
.,. -.........-. ... ....... ...

..>.’. ;-.

(55)

.,, .. . .,, .,
-:.,.. , .. .. . .. . . .. . ......... ,,. ,,

.. . . .. . ‘t ...,.
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/1
Here the term on .th.:er.,ightt--hand:-s”i.&eiE again a cor-

rection term of. secondary ’s’~gnif.icancei from which .an -aver-

Ill age value, say

\~
may be used in the integration. Here .Fo

#
is the section

of the mixing nozzle” in the plane of the actuating no..zzle
; and (reference section), and Fx of the section of the

mixing nozzle at distance x frornthe tip of the actuat-
ing nozzle. The corresponding velocities of the actuating
jet are Clo and c1 ,

f
the velocities of the entrained

jet C20 and C2X. ““These hot’a%ions’ apply exclusively to.
the case 1 treated here.)

Then the integration of equation (55) gives

with

which, inserted for = C2 in equation (54) (whereby
cl = clx) takes the ~~$m

.

where K1 represents the same quantity as in equation
(53) and ‘ ,

G1/G2 ,.
2= 1 “+

.

,..,.

b= “z.o+ cl; G1/G2”” ‘- ~~
.;.

“l+$x ?-q

Again quantities “ a and ‘b can, because of the
minor effect of the term ‘w’ith It be treated as constants
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i,n the integrat~on; that ,,$;s.,,,subst.itut~. the .meqn value o.f
F in the -p.e,rtinmt,. ~nt,eg.rat.i,o,n‘path:, x*,, so ,that

(58)

The best way ‘to use this “equation is to introduce dif-
ferent ,values for cl,x arid ‘to cle,termine the” corresponding
x. Then the ~ert.inen,t section of the mixing nozz~e is..

.,

G1 ‘Gz(l +. k ,x YF~~Fo) ‘
l?x,= - +

‘Y ‘“ “’”” ‘ Gl ~
Clx 1C20 + (Clo - Clx) — ‘

L G2 Jy

(59)

while the correlated velocity ratio c2x/clx is obtained
from equation (56). In general, it can be proved that the
section Fx must decrease as the distance from the nozzle
orifice increases, so long as the wall friction remains of
subordinate influence, as is always the case along the in-
take.

The intake piece of, the mixing nozzle ends where Fx
becomes equal to the best narrowest section Fm obtained
according to II, b.

It is advisable to carry out first a calculation with-
out regard to the wall friction with k = O, so as to ob-
tain a safe starting point for the more accurate calcula-
tion of x and Xx contained in the last term of equation
(59.) and in the expressions a and b, if the minor wall
friction effect is being considered at all.

J&s the onset of mixing in the intake is always accom-
panid’d”by’ very uniform mixfing vortices (fig. 10) the cor-
rect x value at this point may possibly diverge more from
the previous value 0.1, “since the latter refers to the
case of uncontrolled int~rrning’ling. “

2. Mixin& of .iet by cons tant section F.- !Chis$case is
important for computing the flow conditions in the aarrowest
point of the mixing nozzle of. section F = Fm. Its solution
makes it possible to ascertain “the’degree of mixing of actu-
ating and delivered fluid in relation to the length.,of the
narrowe$t section: !l!he;”bettert’h,emixing th,e c’loser ‘the

i ,.’
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velocity ratio c2/cl’ approach es’ the value 1. !Fh,e“r-ati~

.--“c2/cl at entry in the ‘naxroweQt” secti& is already known
from an earlier calculation. . ‘

i
~ In-equati&n (53) K2 is again “treated a’s constant.

If, temporarii~,

equation (53) (with allowance for the fact that n~w dI?—=
dcl

o) appears in the form ..

(1 - klv2)3 + k#’ I G(K;

(1 - V2)2
~v=-

2J~ -K2) ‘x (60)

whereby

kl = Gl . G&l
k2 =

GZ + G2 =
1- kz;

G1+G2’

C+l G22
k~ =

(Gl + G2)3

The first term of the fraction is

((1-v”) 1-v2+k2v
23

) + k~
1 - V2 (1 - v=)’.-

= kl k22

changed to

6v

[
= (l-va)”l+ 3kav~+3k22v4+ ka3v6 ~+, k#

1 -v J((1 - V2)2 (1 - V2)3 “1 - V2)’2

3 k22 V4 (ka3 i- k~)V6
= 1 + V2(3 k2 - ~) -t- +

1 -’va (1 - v2)~
. . .,

In addition
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= 1 - (l.;,=,y% ., .!. . . . . .
.,., ,.. .

:-

= -(1--:’= ““ ““’ .’.”: ‘. “v )((+”v~) +’1 “’:
.. ..f

= -(1 - v’) [2-’(1-V2)]””+1; : .

= -(1 -
.,

V2 )(3 + V2 + V4) + ,1...,.,.,.,.

=-(1- v?)~2. -..”(l.-. Va)+v:]+lt

= -(1 - V2)[3 - 3(1 - V2) + (l’- V2)2] + 1
.,, ,,

after which the solution of the partial fractions gives

,..

l“”z ?-v”’ .2+V

(,1.-.V2)2 “4(1 “- V)2
+

4(1.+ V)2.

whence

[

x
3 a3 v l-l-v

= alV - a,av + —+a41n —
1-V2 1 1-V.

with

al = kl(l i- k2) ;

,,..
,

,.
..4 .

. . . . . .,,

az = +’ (k, - k2) ;

k22 “,. .....a3 =“.-.”’
2’

k22
a4=.. ~”.. ,, ‘ ,,4.

..

Therewith the solution of equation (60) rear7s
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(“j- ‘)‘K ‘“’’”(KI “- K2) ~ x = ‘al :“’= 4. “:1‘- az po’.
“cxx [(~>”- 1) +.. ,] -L c~x

Here and ii t“he subsequent treatment of case 2:

c lo actuating jet velocity 1 At entry in narrowest sec-
tion of mixing nozzle

C20 entrained jet velocity (reference section)
,.

cm velocity of actuating jet

)

At x distance from refer-

C2X velocity of entrained jet ence section

‘1= w’=%

“Gl + G2 GI + G2
fo ,= F’y clo,.“ Px=—

F,Y ‘czx..

In equation’ (61) “as in “equation .,(5.8)the procedure. is..to.
assume .diff”erent clx/clo and com’pute the corresponding x.
For a preliminary. calculation it is expedient to put Ka=
o in order to obtain-a sufficiently safe starting point
for the mor.e:a’o,cur~teprediction of pm..

, .. ,,”’...
!The,v&Xo;ci+y C=X of ~the entrained jet i.~ determined

from e.qua.tion:.(51) at
,..,,. .,

,,.“ .. .. G2 c=
C2X =

3?Yc1X-GI
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The pressure rise Ag,=~’~ P1 in the narrowest
poirit follows after. additionof’equatioris (“~6a) and (46b)
from the,rel$ition

G1 G2
I?dp= -~dcl-~dc2-dW (62)

with

for the secondary correction term d~ according to equa-
tion (48) and

as accurately enough for the mean value of the velocities
C’> = ‘Cam on the length x.

Then the integration of equation (62) gives

G1
~F (c~o -c~x)Ap = Px - pl =-

G2

[
--#c2x-c20)-A ~: C20 C2X x (63)

The progress of f.ntermi,ngling is apparent from the
ratia c2x/clx* At the end of the narrowest point (at x =

L) this ratio has increased to around 0.7 to 0.8. Ob-
vipusly the. pressure rise .Ap is so much greater as
c2x/clx approaches the value 1. That is, the more incom-
pletely the velocity is equalized the smaller the pressure
rise in the throat but at the same time the greater the
impulse at,entry in the diffuser. Although the pressure
rise in the diffuser is somewhat greater as a result, the
tota$ pressure rise in relation to suction chamber pres-
sure is nevertheless less than by better velocity equaliz-
ation at’the end af the narrowest point. Now , since a
very good’ velocity compensation (i.e.’, c2x/c lx almost
equals l). calls for”-a-very great length L of the narrow-
est section, which causes a fairly high frictional re-
sistance, there is an optimum l’ength that can be approxi-
mately computed from the “total pressure rise by variation
of L.

,.

—. ... ,-,.,,..—. . .... .,,,,, ., .,,,-,-,, -..,. ,,,,,.. -, -. -...,,,., ,.,.,-,-,- H—. ,, ,, .,, .,,-.,,.,.. ., —.-,. ,,,, ,.-—--—. —
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..- —- ... , -~ .pre.~~.UTE r’fsein-”-the‘d~ffu%er. ---Sblvabl-e -forms of
equation (53)’ could be’ obtained for the flow in the dif-.
fuser with, for instance, the introduction of the secondary
condition

‘“’clo’”n

()
Fcl Y+Go —

cl

where Go = Fm Clo y and N indicate .constants and for
the exponent n = O or 1, 2, 3, etc. (~~~dreference sec-
tiOn Fo, in which the velocities Clo C20 prevail,
lies in this case 3 at the end of the narrowest section
of the mixing cone, that is,
But ,

at the start of the diff.user~)
because of the very nonuniform velocity distribution

C2 over the section as a ..result of the break-away phenom-
ena on the outside wall, ‘this together with the influence
of the continuous cross-sectional increase would lead to
results markedly diverging from reality, since equation
(53) is based on the assumption that c1 and C2 are ani-
formly distributed over the jet section. Hence it is
preferable, even for nonuniform inflow velocities “Clos
C20 to the diffuser (that is, with incomplete mingling)
to compute the pressure rise with the help of the diffuser
efficiency n~ in the following manner. (Since c1 and

are referred to diffuser entry .on.ly,,subscript o can
~~ omitted.)

The prediction of at the end of
the narrowest point bein~~p~s~f~iec~o~f~~~a%ly to the
earlier case 2, the energy equation for the conversion in
the diffuser can be written in the form

(Gx + G2) ‘a; ‘n = qd[~(c~z - Caz’)+ ~ (.2,2 - .a2)]
or

.. ,

O~YiouslY ~t,is expected that with g~yen.diffus~r, the
‘fficiericy “qd is not ‘of the same’ ~alue under. all cond~~
tions, but rather ‘“tobe slig~~ly dependent ,upog $he, speed ratio

C2
v=— cl at the entry in the difiuser; ma will dr~p per=

V“ becomes .’c.onsiderably less than 1.ceptibly if

Now if is of interest to compute the pressure rise
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for incomplete mingling at”entry”in the diffuser at mean
jet ve$ocity

,.. . .

G1 + G2 ,G1+ G2 1 + IA ‘:. 1+1.L
cyJ = —“ ““ c1 = -cl=

FmY=Gl+~Ga
— C2

c~ v+; l+WV

instead .of the actual jet velocities cl, C2. In dis-
tinction from equation (64), Pa.‘ now indicates the ter-
minal pressure and qdt the d;~fuser efficiency.

Pa’ - Pn = qdt ~ (cn2 - Caz)
..

It is readily seen that the pressure rise for

qd would be different from what it formerly was.
tain the same pressure rise as before, the diffuser
ciencies must be in the ratio:

k . P(C12 - Caa) i- (C22 - Caz)

~d (1 + M)(Ca2 - Ca2)

or, by negligible dis-charge velocity Ca:

Figuve 11 illustrates this ratio in relation to v
different p. For v values slightly less than 1
iS .no marked difference between ~d$ and nd (in

Then

~d’ =
To ob-
effi-

(65)

( 65a)

for
there

this .
case the pressure rise can be computed with ‘-qd and the
mean velocity Cn) , while for low values v, that is,very
incomplete mixing, the ,diffuser efficiency ~d~ referred
to means infl’ow velocity” Cn may become very high and
subject to very great changes (hence must in no case be
equated to ad) ● Thus it appears practical to ascertain
the degreq of mingling in the mixing nozzle, according to
the method outlined for case 2.
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b) Gas and Steam Jet Pumps

Owing to the variation of specific-gravity ‘y and .
its dissimilarity in the driving an? the de~ivered jet .

!! the conditions here become so c~mpl~cated’as,to render({
! a solution.of the.pro”blem i.mpo~s~ble if .they+are strictl’y

allowed for. SO for simplicity it is assumed that in a
. section F of the mixing.nozzle the specific gravity y

as well as the heat content i of driving jet ‘and’”en-j
trained jetis “equal. ,.

~...

Puting the heat content i at

(Gl + G2) i = G1.ijl+ Gai= (66)’
\

gives the energy equation

; (G1C12 + G2C22) + (Gl + G2)i = GI ie + G2 i.

.%

or

(67)

Accordin8 to the previous equation (31) the specific grav-
i“ty is

Y’.~.
; p(l + w)

(68\)
c(i-K)

[

,,
c Wie+ iQ-K’(l+’j.L)- :(.M”C X2 + C22)-,.,“ 1

the values C and K being’ knoWn from the ’calculation
under 11; b. Furthermore; the continuity equations (47)
give. for the driving and the entrained jet .. . ..

(69)

The validity of equations (46) to (50) f“o,rthe “m$.x-
ing process is th~” s’a~e as for incompr~ssib”le’ fluids.
Adding together equations (46a) and (4Gb) gi’ves

—.
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,. .. c~o: (C2X

G ~

J
dcl ~ , .% -Ad; ‘m

Px
f

c2m2x (“71)=po+, ~ .. ~-
ls F gq

‘ %x C20.

with the last term again an unimportant correction term.

1. Mineline of jet at constant mressure.- (Intake to

begtining of mixing nozzle*): Owing to dp = O, the in-
tegration of equation (70) (reference section as for case
3. in 111, a) is simplified to

4
ag

W(clx - clo)+c2x-c20+ ~’x=o
a

(72)

whereby

with
Cam a = Cao Cax

. . .,.

‘Equ&tiori (72) followsfrom!the rel-atiOn,he,tWeen clx and
C2X, to be determined in first approximation with correc-
tion term x disregarded (since length x is as yet un-
known) and later on ~orrected. The values Clo and C20
at the end of the power nozzle are k,nownfrom earlier cal-
culation.

The flow section “Fx ~equired is according to equa-
tions (68) and (69):

G1 G2
—+=~x”= c~, iCL.i ie+io-K(l+~)

1
-$-(V C1X2+C2X3) (73)

“(’l+ W)po, ,. : - .,..,

This equation defines the velocities Clx, Cax exist-
ing at entry inta’.’f~enarrow.e:s,ts~c.tion compu”ted according
to II, ?).

*It is assumed that the driving jet manifests no vibrations
such as occur in the supersoni~ range in certain cases (if
the nozzle expansion is insufficient)’.
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,* E’or-computing fihe lengths x, it-is best tO use “
equation (46a).which, becauq:e dp = O. with allowance for

“ equations (45) arid (50), tak.es the form

The integration of this equation gives

. .

,. .,
%.

(74)

(with C2 = C2X according to equation (72)) is plotted
against Cz = Clx (fig. 12) and preferably is integrated
graphically. Because of the minor variation of Y

is sufficiently accurate. A subsequent correction can be
effected with more accurate consideration of the term with
x in equation (72)?

The length x for each section Fx can ‘%e “deter-
mined from equations (73) and (74). .-

Since the section Fe- at the e,nd of the power no,.zzl”e“.i~~..
can be computed according to equation ,(73) ‘or, more accur-
ately with consideration of, the, actual specific .grav-it’ies
in the power and” the entrained jet. which”, of course,
yields a slight d,ifference$ the F“ va3.ues”can be corrected
subsequently~ bearing in.mind that the difference between”
?~ and Y2 decreases stea~ilj~ with increasing ’ititerming-
ling of the two jets. ‘

,.,
2. Min~lin~ of .iet by ion .F.-C ns an sect .(Pressure

rise in throat): According ~o ~qu~tion (71), i% is in
this case

G1 G2 “
Px = P. + ~ (Clcj - c~x) - — (C~x :’C2) “- a X, “(75)

‘gF

whereby, as in equati”on’ (72). ,,.,

——
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subscript o (corresponding to x = 0) now refers to
the beginning of the narrowest section (as in case 2, 111,..
a).,

\Fith the aid of the tw’b expressions for Y according .
to equations (68) and (69)”,’ px in equation (75) can be
eliminated, leaving

C’GZ( + G2, r

)1
1A ie+io-K(l+P)

1’
- * (p C1X2 + C2X2) =

m—” c lx C2X

‘Gl

~ .(C
G2

.Fpo+- 10 - c~x ) ‘#cax-c20)-a Fx (76)

with this equation the, pertinent C2X can be computed
for any assumed value c lx9’ the, correction term’ with a.
being temporarily postponed “SO as to obtain a preliminary
solution. “And with equation (75) ’the pr~ssure
each pair’of and with equations (68) %d f~~)c~x$ C2X : ,,.,
Yx can be obtained.,,

l?or computing the mixing lengths X, equation (46a)
may be used again, “which, with allowance for equations
[45)”, (47) , and ($0) can be w~itten in the form

The integration gives ,,..,.,,... .

whereby

(’77)
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. -,.
0 “=

. 1.....

(c1 1
- %’)=/*(’~i%)/

“t*,....

The integration sho’uld be made graphically, with @
plotted against c1 and $ plotted against p as in
figure 12. In this manner the extent of interrni,ngling
with the length of the narrowest section can be ascer-
tained. For gas and steam”’the mathematical analysis of
the mixing process is unfortunately more complicated than
for liquids. ..

Pressure rise in the diffuser.-3. ‘ For &as flow in
a diffuser the conditions are fundamentally like those for
liquids (see III a? 3) ;. hence it is again p.referabl,e to
compute the conversion of energy simply with the helpof
the energy equation aud the diffuser efficiency Ild rather
than on the basis, of equation (53)..,

,’
I/ith” Cl and C2 as :the velocity of,the Lir.iving.

jet and the ,clelivered medium, respectively, at the end o,f.
the narrowest” section and HKI1 as the adiahat.ic compres-
sion gradient corresponding to tlie pressure rise from pn
(at diffuser entry) to ~a, the energy equation reads

:,, ,.. ..

.(h+%)HKtt = ~d +&(C12-Ca2) + G2(c22 - c#)]

he’nc..e ...
n~ A

! .

, ‘K 1$‘= ——[1.k,f,c12- ,ca,2)+ (C22Y Ca
2:).3.:,

l+lJ2g
. .

.-
where’ ‘a =Tc O is usually negligible. On,the other
hand; there is the relatfpn

similar to equation (41), whereby ,,
.. . .

.,
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II —

(
HKil A :

)AC ..p,,1.. +. ..
HK ‘l

(

1-AC HK ‘1
0= l+— l+--

in-K’ “’”” AC(in - K) 2 AC in-K )

The heat content in at the end of the mixing noz-
zle itself follows from the equation of energy

..

G1 ie + G2 i. = (Gl + G2)in + & (Gl CL2 + G2 C22)

at

1
in=—

[
-~ (w C12 + C22)Mie+iO. Zg

1+-M 1
“r

Thus the obtainable end pressure pa can” be checked
more ‘accurately $han’,in 111, since the more or le-ss incom-
plete jet’ mi”ngling on entry in the diffuser is allowed for,
while previously the mingling had been assum’ed to be com-
plete. Naturally, the present relations hold for steam
as well as for gas,”in the latter case with K = 0, C =

-R/cp; ,?nd ‘i = Cp T. By plotting the gradient HK ‘i from
point ~n; “in upward, the end pressure pa can be de-
fined eq”uvlly well with the aid of .the,i~s chart directly.. . .

Gases at supersonic flow have a great tendency to
abrupt pressure rise as a.result of gas shock (especially
at the’ beginning of,the narrowest point)”. Since this in- -
volves profound sh”ock losses, abrupt pressure rise should
‘be avoided’as ‘much as possible.

,.
. :.., ,“. -.

IV. JET PUMPS FOR DISSIMILAR SUBSTANCES

r.

If the driving medium and the delivered medium are
different substances but of equal state of aggregation,
the calculation process.is the same,as given .in I and II,
but the equations receivti’ i’iipart a different form. (In
this connection the notation under @,l; a,2; b,l; and
b,2 are those of I and II , ,the no,tation under a,3 and b,3
those “of III.) ~

a) Jet Pumps for Liquids

1. Pressure rise accor-iin~ “to energy ~auation.- With
VI and 72 as the specific gravity of driving and deliv-
ered medium, respectively,
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e- ..!.,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

co
=’Qzyin,”””:”’.,

C2 = Va 1’ * (p~ - PI) =aco

Mquation (1) for the mixing speed cm remains un-
changed, but equation (2) becomes

The earlier equation (3) takes the form

()
2 Y2~

Pa-Pl=Pa-Po+a2 ,~a ~ (Pe “ Pot

sll+ [cm’- ca2]

and the specific gravity Ym of the mixture follows from
.

or ?.-.’.. .’,.
,’

.’, :

p.t l”’”.’
Ym =. y~ — .,

‘Y=
(79)

v+~. .,

Entering the relations for Ym and cm in the equati:oti
for Pa - P1 affords

.-..,$.
(l”+ ~)2&-’2(l+~)B A-C ~ (80)

.,
with .,

,,,
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which, resolved, reads:

=, 1 (81)

,.

For ‘fl = ~a, this becomes after various transformations
equation (4).

For computing the narrowest section, equation (5)
now takes the form

1?-m =(l+Z)(l+ W)+ (82)
mm

and for the efficiency

Pa - P.
G2 ~2

lylPa-Po
ns = (83)

G Ye - Pa
‘~~pe-pa

.. 1 ‘fI

2. Accurate ~rediction of pressure rise.- Equation
(22) renains unchanged. The introduction of the corre-
sponding specific gravities y2 and Ym in equations
(23) and (24) gives in place of equation (25) :

(84)

Substitution of ‘YIo for V in equations (26) and (27)
changes the form of equation (28) to
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[

,.~ ~...

Pa - Po
(

,*,~.l..
= ‘#(pe - PO) ~ ~“+

“M+Q”
?a,.

.. . ,.

No, .,98,2

. .. .. . ..-— ..:.
a -.CY(l.+ v) x

-,

49.

{85)

From it follows the proportional consumption of propellant

In equation (“30) Ym replaces Y, so that., ,,.

G2 (M+l) “
c

Fm =
Oco Y1

(87)

The process of calculation is, of course, fundamentally
the same as in II, a.

,.
Since, aceo.rding to the argrcnents advanced in II, c,

it is best to have the driving nozzle ex”tend in the narrow-
est section, the relation

With equation (79) and en = U co, it follows that

.. .
or
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. .

w
,(:-’)+

(88)

Different values a for a certain value 0 “ “
general , different w values for equatiors (8~fv~~dl~88).
The correct solution of a lies only where the two w
values are equal to each other, that is, where the two
w cur~es plotted again.s.t. a in%ersect. In this manner
the pertinent values of u for different values of o
can be ‘determined and so the absolute optimum point. for
“a minimum w be obtained.

3. Calculation of the advancing mixinr ~rocess.- So
far , no mathematical theorem is to be found in literature
for the turbulent intermingling of liquids of different
specific gravities. However, an attempt to supply one
will be made.

If, as in figure 10, ther~ are two fluid flows of
different velocity cl, C“2 in the same direction (let
C1>C2) , but of different specific gravities YI, ya, the
boundary surface here also will manifest minor disturbances
(fi”g. 13), which, as there, gradually grow to great dis-
turbances (.vo-rtexballs). At the point of disturbance on
the boundary surface itself a small pressure disturbance
Ap will. ,occur which evidently is associated with the
rate of advance ‘s of the point of disturbance and which
may be expressed by the following. relations:

Ap = kz
Y=
~ (C I “Cs)2 = k=% (cs - C2)2 (89)

whe re kz and k2 are proportional values. NOW assume
that kz = k2, Then

Cs (90)

or
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cl.:. - ‘C2

c1 ..c~ ;,=-

,,’”f

Y’-.. :.: .,’ : ‘ “1 ‘+” —’
,. Y:
.,

r“. .

,,

c~- C2
c!~ - C2, =

r

Y2 ,:
,, ..

l+’ -,,.
v~. .. ,. ”,’ ..

... .

~~ith the growth of the disturbance. the first and
the second fluid, respectively; penetrates at a ‘rate vl
and v2, respectively, in the.other fluid, and it sug-
gests itself to put the mixing speed at

VI cl - Cs

—=cs--72 22

or

VI = 2X(C1- CJ

V2 = 2X(CS - C2) ,, ‘(’31)

where X is an empirical value (x +0.1)”.
,.

Then, if from an originally straight fraction O of
the contact surface of the two flows on a port”- “0~, the
first liquid penetrates the second (fig. 13) while the “
latter. flows into the first on the remaining pa”rt 02, the
exchanged volumes must for reasons of continuity be equal,
that is:

o~ V1 = 02 V2 = Ov “ (92)

with v denoting the mixing speed referred to the total
surface piece 0. Since O =01+ 02, it follows from
equations (90) to (9Zl).that:

.

(93)
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Figure 14, showing v VI
plotted against — dis -

X(CZ -.,CJ 72’

closes that,- under ‘o%herwise identical cori”dit’ions,the
mixing speed v becomes so much slower as th,e specific
gravity ratio 7x/~2 departs more greatly from 1, and
that - unless the departure from value 1 is too great -
the mixing speed is almost exactly as high as for Y1/Ya =
1.

The momentum exchange through the small boundary
surface O effects an apparent shearing force P which,
as known, can be computed at

P
AG1 cl AG2 C2

=oT=—-—
g g

where

are the exchanged weigklt quantities. Iience

(cl - C2) (94)

For YX= Ya, equations (93) and (94) become the equa-
tions employed in III.

3~&a~iOns (93) and (94) can be transformed also for
mixing fields with steadily changing values of c and Y
3.F

where n is
rection and
and (94) are

the di’rectiorl
t the mixing
replaced by’

+ Ac,

aY
-I-AY, A*{=—;

an

at. right angle to the flow di-
length. Then equations (93)
,,.
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224’1“’~’~”””‘ “’”-”:.’ “-’ “-‘“”” ‘“
,~ri,

v= ”.’ (9Zia)
....,.,

( )

~“~y’:1/2 :’.” ‘“
2+” 1+-—’ +

(

I ,aY”‘l(Z . .
Y’ an )l’+’TX

. .

,,,

T
2~a2” ac ~(c y) .

= .—

‘%)’”+ Q,++: )-1’2] an’ ,an’. ~ “:’
gL+ 1+9.
L(

As manifested by equations (93) and (94) , the calculation
of mixing fields with variable.” specific gravities is much
more difficult than of these with constant Y va.lues~ In
view of these difficulties the exact method followed up to
this point is dropped in favor of an approximate method
according to which, from the very baginning of the mixing,
that is, from the end of the driving nozzle, the specific
gravity Yn is dealt with as constant according to equa-
tion 79 for driving and delivered medium. Since, accord-
ing to equation (93) and figure 14 - provided the differ-
ence between YI and ‘Y2 - the mixing speed v is in any
case almost exactly as high as for VI = Y2, this simpler
method is definitely justified. If necessary, the effect
of the dissimilarity of specific gravities can be taken
care of by a slightly lower value of X . Besides, there
is no practical demand for $,he calculation of jet pumps
with very great difference. in specific gravities in driv-
ing and delivered liquid.

Inasmuch as the specific gravity Ym is cons-idered
Constant. in the approx$ma~~ methods the s’ecti.~n~$.by equal
speed of driving jet Cl a’nd .e~ual inflow velocity C:2; .
at the point of the actual sections fl and
what different:

f2, are some-

‘-
. . . .. . . ... ,

w

‘m
(95)

fa~,.’g,$&.~ ‘,
-~. ‘.,,/,: .:)..yp.:::..’”‘. .... ..- .,.-’.:

, ‘.. ..

and consequently a somewhat different section F; = f’l”$.+ f21
at the actual .mixing,nozzl.e section F = fl + f2 with
which the calcul.at.ion of::.tlie&dvancing intermingling in
the manner of III, a “must be effected. For the practical
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execution ‘o-fsuch a- calculation the best procedure is to
determine the values f,il$”.fa’~‘and ~ = flt + fa~ at
the orifice of the.driving nozzle-and to assume for the
time b.ei.ngconstant pressure fo= the mingling until. the
section Ff of the mixing nozzle decreasing with increas-
ing mingling is almost equal to the actual narrowest sec-
tion I?m of the mixing nozzle. The subsequent calcula-
tion of the progressing intermingling for constant sec-
tion Fm follows, ofcourse, III, a.

b) Jet Pumps for Gas and Steam (V”apors)

‘“1. Pressure rise according to ener~~. eauation.- For’s
jet pmp operated with’ dissimilar gases or vapors or by a
mixture. of ga,s and steam in which the driving pressure pe ,
the suction’chamber pressure Po , the terminal Pa and
the delivery volume G2 are given the equations (7) to
(11) remain temporarily the same for the individual kinds
of “gas and steam.

AS for the value c in equation (11)

l+C=
H2

HI - He

is valid, whereby ~ c can now become positive as well as
negative. The gradients H are taken from i,s charts or
61se may be’ compared by generalization of equation (Al)

according to which

H K)
[
1

for expansion, and

~=f;$-K~&=
P“- K) ( ‘::;K)~=@+l%j*’

:[( ,)

AC
,11=: (i .-K) .Z -II
.. ... P. “ J

., ,,

(96a)

(96b)
.

f~r compression.
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T~&y5ti-4’t’aiiW’““”‘C ‘-“-and-.‘K cad be c omput ad aga.i.g..Yi.t~,._.
equations (32) and (33) from ‘two point-s I and” II, which
would be locate-d as near as possible to the. beginning
and end of” the a“ctual expalision and .compres,sion lime,
respectively. It..is-accordingly

,.

~ .(* ’)-’”]Ha = (ie - K1.) [l

He = (ie - Kl)
[ 1’- (*)-AC’]

Iii = (ie.- Kz) [1 -.(.+)-A”]

r
()
P1 -AC27

132=(io-K2)ll-
(7

$9~

K
]=;’ q, ~ (96f)

L

(96c)

(96d)

(96e)

, (96i)

By ail assumed value m the pressure PI according to
equation (96f) is defined by the relation

The heat content “‘m and ima, respectivel~, of the

driving and the delivered medium, respectively, after ac-
complished intermingling at pressure PI is, instead of
with equation (12), computed by

2

+’ima = (1 + W)(Aw iml ~ ie + i. -
)

(97)

If oil the pressure line pl (;: PO) two points are se-
lected with any temperatures and t“} but located
within the temperature range for the intermingling in
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question, and if ii*, ilt! and i2t, i21’, ,~.espectively,

are the corresponding heat content of driving agent and
delivered ’agent, respectively, an exact or sufficiently
accurate relation for the heat content il, ia at a dif-
ferent temperature and equal pressure is found in

i2 = i2t + k(il - ill”) (98)

If il, i2 are replaced by inl~ im2~ equation (97) can
be chaitged,to

.

‘ml = +~ie+io-(l+w~
(*)2 -i’’’ ki:l

(;9)

This defines im, 9 and im2 fOliOws from equation (97)

(iii and i2’t ~ow refer to the state before mixing at
pressure PI).

Now the compression gradient HK- 1, HK21 of driving

and delivered medium can be computed ~rom e~uation (96h),
and tile compression can, instead of with equation (13)
be &xpressefl with

‘1 [(”::;)2 -.21 (loo)w HKZ 1 +,ii’K2 = (1 + M) q ~12He

or, in different form,

(l+ M)2m-2(l+p)B =-C

whereby
2

()

c1 ~K1””
A=— -T

co - q (212 He
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Hence follows:

.=i~:jq].l “(lo,,

In the expressions for A, B, and C, sufficient accuracy
is retained with

HK2 t =HK+H2=HK+U2
9Z2H

( )“q e$

HKI ‘ = HK2 ‘ (1 -1-c’) = (1 + c’)
p.+ .2(*)2 ‘~]

The .~~lue CJ can be obtained by computing ‘- for’ the
adiabatic compression from an initial state Pos. tm (with
tm within range of the prospective mixing temperature)
to terminal pres’sure pa - the compression gradients Hl,
H2 for the driving and the delivered mediums; then

For computation of the cross section tile mixture is
best treated as a homogeneous elastic substance which fol-
lows the general equation of state according td equation,
(31). Select ‘two points I and II located apprbx”imately tit
the beginriin”g and the end of the compression line and cor-
responding” to the states pI, tI and PIIS tIIS respec-
tively; then the mixture follows th’e old relations - “’

.

PI Vi = c(iI”- K)
.,i
.,,

P1lvll= C(ilI--K)

whereby:

,... ,,
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‘1
‘I = -.’.”(W i~ ~ ~~+ i12)

1+,~ 1

1
’11= (P i“lIl + ilIa) ,.’

l+p

Then C and K can be corn-outedwith eauations (32) and
(33). For the compression lo an intermediate
there is again equation (18) and the relation
and the compression gradient H1 is given by

pressure p
between p

where im = (W im + im2)/(1 + W) is the heat content

of the mixture atlthe beginning of compression (equation
f9i’)). ‘lhe heat contont i of the mixture at pressure p
follows from equation (19), whe,re il = im; the specific

volume v follows from equation (31). Herewith the cal-
culatioil of the cross section for the determination of
the narrowest section by mean’s of equation (20) can be
effected. For the efficiency equation (21) is applicable.

.2.Exact ur ediction of the Pressure rise.- The equa-
tions developed in II, b remain valid without change.
In equation (34) C is defined by equation (84)3 with
YZ and Ym referring to the state at the orifice of the
driving nozzle. The constants. C and K appearing in
the s.ubsequen.t equations are to be determined as explained
in IV, h, 1. However, since these values contain w, a
first value of the P ‘must be computed according to
equation (101) before the more exact value can be computed
from equation (42). Since C and K were computed with
tlie temporary value of p, ‘a correction must be applied
later on.

.The conclusion drawn in II, c, that the driving n-oz-
zle should preferably extend into the throat of the mixing
nozzle is again applicable, provided the driving jet
possesses no excessive supersonic velocity= Then it is
again ~m * fl + fa, or .

G1 + G2 G1 G2
—+—cnYn = C1’Y1 C2’Y2
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. . ~ a~-in. -: K). ---’ ., ,,,,—
Yn

= Vn ‘=
pn .“ “,

59

,. -,

and in are defined by equation (.36) and pn by equa-

tion (41), it follows ~rorn the foiegoing relation that
,.

“whera

A.

a.

w=+,..

(
HK 11

)
1

1+ x
in-K

(102)

P0702-T 2)””

‘d~91.5 )

.,

c1-- =“

/

“1 +
co

a2 C?l 2

()——
1+ C$92

The va$ue “Y is computed with the temporarily ~btained
value W; ‘YI and Y2 refer to the state at the power
nozzle orifice; hence.

,“

+“ =V2=
2

02(i~ - R’]’

P2

C2 .,- ..

—ii. -
= P.

aa. r+l2 He.- K2] K
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\ ““
The value of P f,romequation (102) must agree with

that, from equation (42) if ,the’power nozzle extends into’
the throat of the mixing nozzle. For an assumed value of
0, a must therefore be changed until this agreement is.
achieved. This calc”~lation can, as for li”quids, be car-
ried out at different values of, 0, “to find the best point
with th~ minimum value of N. This method could have been
employed at the end of II, c for. uniform gas or vaporous
substances, but it was not done.

Naturally, in the case of high supersonic speeds, ,
there is a limit even here, beginning at which it becomes

‘t

impossible to bring the driving’ and the delivered medium ‘
at orifice pressure PI in the computedly optimum narrow-
est ’section Fm of the mixing nozzles and from which
point on the equations for computing a jet pum~ becomes
more complicated. The cross section F~ of the mixing (

nozzle ctin for every orifice pressure pl be obtained
from

Fz =
G1 Gz

—+-
CIY1 C2Y2

and by assuming differeut values for p its minimum value
F through which this limit is given.
lmin

If on a jet pump for dissimilar substances the value
of IJJ becomes very great (of the order of magnitude of 10
or more) , no accuracy iS sacrificed if the delivered medi~
is assumed to be of the same substance as the driving
medium. i3u.tif p is very small (of the order of magni-
tude Of 0.1 or less), it again introduces no great error
if the “driving jet (by preservation of the true discharge
velocity from the power nozzle) andth~ delivered jet are
assumed to be of the same su’ostance. If the consts.nts
c1 and C2 (equation (32)) of the two substances v~-rY
little from,one another, these safeguards ’are even allowed
at a. .V value, which is still closer to .1. In SUCR cases
it is then possible to somewhat simplify the calculation
of a jet pump.

&_ Calculation of the advancing mixinz mrocess.- He.re
also the. simplified method by assumption of constant spe-
cific gravity over a section is applicable, as is already
effected in III, b and in IV, a, 3 for fluids. The entire

‘ developments under III, b refrain the samea 3Jaturally,
the constants C and K of equation (31) must be computed
in the manner described in IV, b, 1. In addition, it must
be observed that instead of the actual section F of the
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-.. .—. ,
mix’’iri~’”nFj’z,z”le“and of th’e actual sao..tion, ‘$1 ,of t~e driv-
ing jet mathematically correct sections 21, fz ‘“”‘a*e”“~%-’
serted, ”whose initial” values on the power jet or’if~ce caq
be determined as in IV, a, 3 fo’r fluids. With advancing
intermingling the ratio l?*/F ~‘as well as fl I/fl .coil-

As for fluids, it “sufficastinues to approach. value ,1.
to assume at the start, the ‘mingling at con’9tan-tpr”essure,
until I?t almost reaches the value I?m.
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Fibyre 2.- Proportional driving
age-ntconsumption

w= G1/G2 plotted against speed
hatio a = c2/co for different
pressure ratios (pa-po)/(pe.po)
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Figure 3.- Efficiency ~s of a

jet pump under con-
ditions of figure 2.
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Figure 5.. Consumption v = G1/q2

plotted against speed
ratio c = en/co for different u =
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Figure”6.- Best possible
efficiency ~~

of a jet pump plotted against ,_
pressure ratio (pa-po)/.(Pe-Po),

along with correlated”values
/ofa=cncoandp = @l/G2

(assumed :q12=0.95J~22=0.85; ‘
~d = 0.75).
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Cm gas at subsonic velocity.

(me pressure variation lines
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Fi=we 9.- Power jet entraining
} —. — the surroundingmedi-

um as a result of.mixing motions. .:..
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Figure 12.- # plotted against \
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c1 for the purpose
x Clo

of graphical integration.
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.+> two fluid flows of
—> locities c1 and C2

—>C2, ?2+ specific;gravities

different ve-
and different
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Figure 14.- Ratio of mixbg speed
v to velocity differ-

ence c1-c2 of the two flows plot-
ted against Y1/Y2.
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